
School of Demonology

T
hey say a demonologist wizard is just a

warlock who was too smart to sign the

contract. Of course "they" are generally the

demonologists themselves - warlocks either

pity the fools for thinking that their little mortal

research can unlock the secrets of centuries,

or are angered that someone else found a way

to power that left them with their soul mostly intact.

Demonologists are wizards who study demons, to be as

simple as possible with it. But in reality, the truth is much

more nuanced. A good demonologist is a student of many

schools. Conjuration, to understand the very most basic

principles behind summoning creatures to this plane of

existence. Abjuration, to ward oneself against the malacious

entities summoned. And many other kinds of magic as well,

like divination or necromancy, to better enhance the wizard's

power over demons.

The infernal and abyssal powers of demons cause great

envy in mortals, but while there will always be willing

students, there are always few surviving masters. And while

not an official school of magic, the Arcane Tradition of

Demonology is a time-reviled one which has existed almost

since the first wizard put quill to spellbook.

Demonologist's Handbook
When you select this school at 2nd level, you learn the find

familiar spell. At 5th level, you learn the conjure lesser

demons spell. You also learn either Infernal or Abyssal. You

learn the other language at 5th level.

Additionally, the time and gold you must spend to copy any

spell which summons, binds, or specifically targets demons is

halved.

Fiendish Familiar
At 2nd level, you learn how to summon a lesser demon as a

familiar. When you cast the find familiar spell, you may

choose the special imp or quasit forms for this familiar.

If you do so, you gain additional benefits. Your demonic

familiar can use the Help action on its turn to aid you in any

Arcana, History, or Religion skill checks. Additionally, you get

any benefits normally given by these familiars.

Binding Ritual
Starting at 6th level, you can summon lesser demons and

bind them to many different uses. As a 1 hour ritual which

can be performed over a short rest, you summon a demon

and bind it to an object. You must have the object with you

during the ritual, and you must also burn 50gp worth of rare

incense. You may create the following items.

Weapon. You bind the demon into a weapon, enchanting it

with demonic power. The weapon becomes a +1 weapon

usable only by you. When you hit with this weapon, you add

your Intelligence modifier rather than Strength or Dexterity,

and this damage is dealt as fire or necrotic damage (your

choice when you first create the weapon).

Chain. You bind the demon into a chain or rope, imbuing it

with the magic of servitude. The chain can now be used as a

+1 whip, a rope of climbing, or a rope of entanglement. The

chain magically changes size depending on the use, matching

the normal length of the item it replicates. Switching what

item this chain emulates takes an action.

Rod. You bind the demon into a rod, causing fiendish magic

to course through it. While this rod is on your person, it

grants a +1 to your spell attack bonus and your spell save DC.

Additionally, you have advantage on concentration checks to

maintain concentration on spells that summon demons.

You may have a single one of these items. This increases to

two at 14th level.



Wards of Baator
At 10th level, you unlock the secret to securing yourself

against hostile demonic powers. You gain the ability to weave

a Ward of Baator as a 1 minute ritual. You expend a spell slot

during this casting, with a level determined by your choice of

effects.

There are several variations on the Ward of Baator, which

are detailed below. You choose which one to create each time

you do so.

Avernian Bulwark. You expend a 2nd level spell slot, and

your base AC becomes 13 + your Dexterity modifier.

Additionally, whenever you summon a demon or group of

demons, you may inscribe the protective circle of blood on

your forehead, allowing it to move with you and protect you.

Ice of Stygia. You expend a 4th level spell slot and gain

resistance to psychic damage, as well as being immune to any

possession attempts by demons or creatures you summon.

You may also command any creature summoned by you

telepathically, without needing to speak.

Maladominic Host. You expend a 6th level spell slot and

conjure a cloud of flies around you. These flies deal necrotic

damage equal to your Intelligence modifier to any creature

(up to 3) within 5 feet of you at the end of each of your turns.

Furthermore, you have advantage on any ability checks when

interacting with demons that you summon.

Prisoner of Asmodeus
At 14th level, your knowledge of demonic magic is unmatched

by all but the most dedicated scholars. You learn of ancient

rites that allow you to more easily summon demonic

servants. However, the further you delve into demonic magic,

the closer you draw to true corruption.

Whenever you cast a spell to summon a demon or a group

of demons, you may forgo using any material components by

using your own blood. You take necrotic damage equal to 5

times the level of the spell, which cannot be resisted by any

means. A demon summoned in this way does not obey direct

orders, and instead performs a general task given to it when

first summoned.

This task can be anything from "protect me" to "kill those

creatures," or similar commands. The demon will perform

the assigned task to the best of its ability, and will disappear

as soon as the task is finished. You cannot change how the

demon chooses to perform its task, or assign it a new task

once it has been summoned.
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Conjure Devil
5th-level conjuration

Casting Time: 1 action

Range: 60 feet

Components: V, S, M

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 hour

You summon a devil of challenge rating 5 or less at a space

you can see within range. The devil disappears if it reaches 0

hit points or when the spell ends.

The summoned devil is friendly to you and your

companions. Roll initiative for the devil, which has its own

turns. It obeys any verbal commands you issue to them (no

action required by you). If you don't issue any commands to

the devil, it defends itself from hostile creatures but otherwise

takes no actions.

Conjure Lesser Devils
3rd-level conjuration

Casting Time: 1 minute

Range: 90 feet

Components: V, S, M (a pinch of sulpher or 1 vial of blood

from a humanoid killed within 24 hrs)

Duration: Concentration, up to 1 hour

You summon devils at a space you can see within range.

Choose one of the following options for what appears:

One spined devil.

Two imps.

A summoned creature disappears when it drops to 0 hit

points or when the spell ends.

The summoned devils are friendly to you and your

companions. Roll initiative for the devils as a group, which

has its own turns. They obey any verbal commands you issue

to them (no action required by you). If you don't issue any

commands to the devils, they defend themselves from hostile

creatures but take no other actions.

If you your concentration is broken, the devils are freed

from your control. They may attack you or your companions

during this time, or take other actions. If a devil is reduced to

less than half its hit points, or after 3 turns, it vanishes back

to the Nine Hells.

Hellish Trap
2nd-level conjuration

Casting Time: 1 action

Range: 60 feet

Components: V, S, M (seared flesh of a humanoid)

Duration: Concentration, 1 minute

You summon a mass of lemures from the Nine Hells, which

materialize and cover a 15-foot square centered on a point

within range and turns it into difficult terrain for the duration.

When the lemures appear, each creature standing in the

covered area must make a Dexterity saving throw or be

grappled by the lemures. Any creature that enters the covered

area must also succeed on a Dexterity saving throw or be

grappled. Any creature within the covered area at the end of

its turn takes 1d4 bludgeoning damage. A grappled creature

may use its action to escape.

If your concentration is broken, the lemures break free of

your control and teleport to your position, grappling you for

three turns. You may use your action to escape, and take 1d4

damage at the end of each turn you spend grappled.

Nightmare Steed
4th-level conjuration

Casting Time: 1 minute

Range: 60 feet

Components: V, S

Duration: 1 hour

A nightmare appears on the ground in an unoccupied

space of your choice within range. The nightmare is friendly

to you but not your companions, though it will not actively

attack them. The nightmare disappears if it drops to 0 hit

points or when the spell ends.

For the duration, you can ride the nightmare as a mount.

The creature cannot use its Ethereal Stride ability, and if

forced to fight it will vanish 3 turns after being commanded to

attack. The nightmare does not have to obey any of your

commands besides allowing you to steer it.

At the end of the duration, the nightmare immediately

disappears. Anyone riding on it when it disappears fall as

normal.


